With Enviro Spāse (pronounced like "space") you can incorporate your data's spatial component into effective, attractive and informative GIS displays with a minimum outlay of time and maximum accuracy.

Create a single-user or company-wide integrated database and GIS system that is central to all your site data workflow applications – from the field and lab to the regulators.

FEATURES
- Easily map your data
- Customize your displays
- Display supporting data
- Create sophisticated graphics
- Highlight important information
- Use with Enviro Data® or any database

BENEFITS
- Inexpensive to buy
- Save time and money
- Really understand your projects
- Improve project quality
- Easy to learn and use
- Impress your clients
- Best support in the industry
SPECIFICATIONS

**Callout Wizard**
Create information-rich callouts automatically
Select fields for the header and detail lines
Color-code exceedences or parameters
Choose your background color
Display Value or Value and Flag
Software automatically places the callouts
You can drag the callouts to fine-tune placement
Numerous sorting and display options

**Crosstab Callout Wizard**
Display crosstab tables in callouts
Draw samples/parameters across or down
Multiple display options
Color code exceedences

**Stiff Diagram Wizard**
Automatically draw polygons at well locations
Calculate milliequivalent values by parameter
Calculate and display TDS
Color-code based on user-selected TDS cutoff
Charge balance cutoff to suppress display
Draw a legend
User-controlled X and Y scaling

**StickLog Wizard**
Draw lithology, concentration, or both
Color-code based on concentration
Draw lithology patterns
Optionally draw top and bottom depths
Draw using elevation or depth
Draw a legend
Use XY offsets for borings for better spacing

**Graph Wizard**
Automatically create time-sequence graphs
Up to 12 constituents at one or two scales
Automatic scaling and limit comparison
Automatic adjustment to whole months or years
Complete control over size, scale, and fonts
Automatic or manual placement
Fast and easy!

**Radar Plot Wizard**
Draw multiple dates, depths, or parameters
Show regulatory or other target levels
Control scaling and other display options
Flexible handling of dates and depths

**Station Symbols Wizard**
Easily draw symbols by station type
Choose from various fields for annotation
Specify locations of annotations

**Station Callouts Wizard**
Draw callout boxes with station names
Color code callouts by station groups
Draw a symbol legend

**Clear Map Wizard**
Clear the graphics layer with two clicks

**Convert Graphics to Layer**
Convert the graphics layer to a named layer
Use the name of your choice
Turn the layers on and off as needed

**Area of Graphic**
Easily display the area of a selected graphic
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